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A DIAMOND IS JUST A PIECE OF CHARCOAL THAT HANDLED
STRESS EXCEPTIONALLY WELL
Bluntness, honesty and transparency are founder virtues
By Jan Nigel Bladen

T

ake the normal approach, and your current chances of being funded by an
investor, private equity or venture capitalist equates to roughly %1. Understand
the process and put yourself in the investor’s shoes, and you may substantially
increase these odds so that you and your business may survive the investor’s
selection process and secure that needed investment partner.

opportunities will allow you to understand what professional investors do, how they do it,
leaving with, or without, a check.
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"Take the normal approach and your chances of
being funded by an investor,
private equity or venture capitalist is roughly 1%"
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SURVIVING THE
INVESTOR SELECTION
PROCESS
A DIAMOND IS JUST A PIECE OF CHARCOAL THAT HANDLED
STRESS EXCEPTIONALLY WELL
Bluntness, honesty and transparency are founder virtues
By Jan Nigel Bladen

T

ake the normal approach, and your current chances of being funded by an
investor, private equity or venture capitalist equates to roughly 1%. Understand
the process and put yourself in the investor’s shoes, and you may substantially
increase these odds so that you and your business may survive the investor’s
selection process and secure that needed investment partner.
Appreciating what an investor does and how he screens, filters and selects investment
opportunities will allow you to understand what professional investors do, how they do it,
what type of information they will seek from you, and that will make the difference between
leaving with, or without, a check.
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There are four basic activities an investor undertakes
to make a return on investment for his shareholders:
1. RAISE FUNDS An investor
raises funds from sources
like pension and retirement funds, endowments,
insurance companies, and
high-net-worth individuals
(HNWIs).
2. SOURCE DEALS Investors
identify and find deals, carry
out due diligence (research
and analysis on identified
deals), and close transactions (negotiate and buy) to
purchase shareholdings in
companies the investor likes.
3. MANAGE PORTFOLIO
Investors help improve operations, manage costs, drive
performance and tighten
management in their portfolio of acquired companies,
with the sole objective of
improving the value of these
companies.

4. EXIT Investors now sell
their shareholdings in an
improved portfolio company
(i.e. they exit the investment) at a profit.
RAISE FUNDS
The principal investor, or
General Partner as they are
known in the private equity
industry, raise capital by
approaching external third
parties, or Limited Partners,
for capital commitments.
The General Partners may
also contribute some of their
own capital to the Investment Fund from which funding will be made available
to invest in your business, if
you are selected as one of the
Investment Fund’s portfolio
companies.
Your investor (the General
Partner or the Fund Manager) will tend to prefer a
small number of external
or Limited Partners, each
contributing a significant
amount to the Fund. This
normally limits the amount

of time, and facilitates the
task of the General Partner,
when having to manage and
report back to his pool of
investors and Limited Partners. Ideally, the Fund would
have a minority of Limited
Partners, each contributing
tens to hundreds of millions
of dollars, depending on
the size and strategy of the
Investment Fund.
While Limited Partners
make a commitment to
provide capital, that capital
is not all provided at once.
Rather, as the General Partner/Fund Manager identifies
and acquires portfolio companies, the General Partner
calls committed capital from
the Limited Partners into
the Investment Fund. In
an investor’s terminology,
Limited Partners’ committed funds are referred to as
“Committed Capital” and
paid out funds are referred to
as “Contributed Capital.”
To make things a little bit
more complex, many Invest-

IN AN INVESTOR’S TERMINOLOGY,
LIMITED PARTNERS’ COMMITTED
FUNDS ARE REFERRED TO AS
“COMMITTED CAPITAL” AND PAID
OUT FUNDS ARE REFERRED TO AS
“CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL.”

ment Funds also refer to
“first close” and “last close.”
First close means when a
certain amount of funding
has been committed, the
Investment Fund can begin
to make investments in Portfolio Companies, while new
Limited Partners may still
join by committing capital
for a limited time. Final
close means when a second
threshold has been reached
for committed capital, new
Limited Partners may no
longer join the Investment
Fund.
Limited Partners who have
expressed a willingness to
commit to an investment
fund prior to the first close
will often enjoy more favorable terms such as reduced
management fees and coinvestment rights. >>>
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TO MAKE THINGS A LITTLE BIT MORE
COMPLEX, MANY INVESTMENT FUNDS
ALSO REFER TO “FIRST CLOSE” AND
“LAST CLOSE”. FIRST CLOSE MEANS
WHEN A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF FUNDING
HAS BEEN COMMITTED, THE INVESTMENT FUND CAN BEGIN TO MAKE
INVESTMENTS IN PORTFOLIO COMPANIES, WHILE NEW LIMITED PARTNERS
MAY STILL JOIN BY COMMITTING
CAPITAL FOR A LIMITED TIME.

SOURCE DEALS
Question: would you, the
reader, invest in a company
that only sold one out of
every 100 leads? Or, likewise, would you invest in an
organization that requires
three full-time investment
team members to close one
transaction in one year?
These statistics are, unfortunately, a true reflection of
the private equity industry (see data from Teten
Advisors, Winter 2010 issue
of The Journal of Private
Equity), and they demonstrate that deal sourcing is
highly inefficient and labor
intensive, despite the fact
that deal origination (finding deals) is fundamental
to a successful investment
fund. (Note: Private Equity
funds that employ a proactive and creative origination
strategy have consistently
higher returns, driven by a
greater volume and quality of incoming investment
opportunities, but that’s for
another article.) On the flip
side, it does mean that your
average successful investor is an expert at sifting
through a large truckload of
pebbles to find a couple of
rough diamonds- find that
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needle in a haystack.
When an investor carries
out due diligence of companies for potential acquisition, they will consider
elements such as the company’s product or service,
the company’s strategic fit
within the investor’s portfolio, the company’s strategy,
business model, the senior

management team and their
experience, the industry,
the company’s financial
performance, risk factors,
a valuation and likely exit
options and scenarios for the
company. Due diligence typically intensifies in phases,
with each phase sifting out
unsuccessful investment
opportunities and narrowing
down on likely investment
opportunities.
If the deal looks promising and no obvious show
stoppers or red flags are
identified, then the due
diligence team will typically
present the opportunity to
the investment committee of
the investment fund for an
initial funding approval (end
of Phase 5). Final terms of

the deal with be negotiated
with lawyers on both sides
(Phase 6), and the deal will
transact, with funds being
released and equity being
traded.
MANAGE PORTFOLIO
You’ll need to appreciate
several elements to the
relationship between your
portfolio company and the
investor, but be clear about
one thing: your investor
(General Partner or The
Fund Manager) does not
want to be the CEO of your
company, nor does he want
to run the company on a day
to day. He will want to take
board seats, he will encourage you to reshuffle senior
management based on skills
and performance, and he
will provide active advice,
support and introductions
in respect of operations,
strategy and financial management. He will want to
aggressively drive revenue,
sales, operational and financial efficiencies, optimizing working capital, push

expansion and any other key
factors that will contribute
towards generating a higher
share value in the next three
to five years.
Your investor has purchased shares in your
organization with the sole
intention of selling them
for a substantial profit at a
later date, and some larger
Private Equity funds have
specialized teams whose sole
objective is to improve the
operational and financial
efficiency of the portfolio
companies so as to maximize
resell value. These teams
are commonly good at what
they do but can also be quite
ruthless.
THE ONLY GOAL OF YOUR FIRST
SUBMISSION (A BUSINESS EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY) TO ANY INVESTOR IS TO
OBTAIN A FACE-TO-FACE MEETING. AS
SUCH, THE CONTENT AND LAYOUT OF
YOUR BUSINESS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
NEEDS TO BE WELL THOUGHT OUT
AND STRUCTURED SO AS TO OPTIMIZE
YOUR CHANCES OF PASSING THE FIRST
HURDLE (PHASE 1 IN THE TYPICAL
INVESTMENT PROCESS AND DEAL
FLOW DIAGRAM) AND MEETING YOUR
POTENTIAL INVESTOR.

And how involved your
investor is really depends on
how big their investment is
in your portfolio company.
If the investor only own a
small minority stake, they
probably won’t be very
involved, leaving the lead investors (the one owning the
larger stake) to be most involved. However, if they own
either a sizeable percentage
of the equity or a significant
portion of the entire fund
is invested in the company,
then they will be much more
engaged in improving the
company for a profitable exit
down the line.
Your investor will produce regular reports on the
performance of portfolio
companies and will share
these with his own investors
(the pension and retirement
funds, endowments, insurance companies, and wealthy

individuals who all invested
in his Fund from which you
got your investment).
EXIT
The end goal for the investor is to exit their portfolio
companies at a substantial
profit. Typically, the exit
occurs between three and
seven years after the original
investment, but it could
be shorter or take longer
depending on the strategic
circumstances, economic cycles, availability of suitable
buyers and other factors.
Most exits happen as the
result of either a sale or
merger of the portfolio company (most likely exit), an
initial public offering (only a
small fraction go this way),
a redemption (redemption rights are almost never
exercised) and eventually a
management buy-out (normally not possible). While
the investor may do a lot of
the coordination to sell the
firm’s portfolio companies,
they may also retain investment banks to handle the
execution, especially when
the transactions are large or
complex.

obtain a face-to-face meeting. As such, the content
and layout of your Business
Executive Summary needs
to be well thought out and
structured so as to optimize
your chances of passing the
first hurdle (Phase 1 in the
Typical Investment Process
and Deal Flow diagram)
and meeting your potential
investor.
Keep your initial document
as brief as possible and limit
it to a maximum of two to
four pages. It must be easy
to read. Images and charts
“speak a thousand words,”
so optimize the use of visuals where possible. Resist
the temptation to use complex, theoretical, technical or
business jargon. Rather, keep
it simple and comprehensible using unpretentious language. Remember that any
word you have to hunt for
in a thesaurus is probably
the wrong word. Be blunt,
be honest and be transparent (better a diamond with a
flaw than a pebble without).

Your investor will carry out
substantial due diligence
prior to providing funds, and
so the more upfront you are,
the better the chance you
have in developing a strong
positive relationship, based
on trust.
THE END GOAL FOR THE INVESTOR IS
TO EXIT THEIR PORTFOLIO COMPANIES AT A SUBSTANTIAL PROFIT.
TYPICALLY, THE EXIT OCCURS
BETWEEN THREE AND SEVEN YEARS
AFTER THE ORIGINAL INVESTMENT,
BUT IT COULD BE SHORTER OR TAKE
LONGER DEPENDING ON THE STRATEGIC CIRCUMSTANCES, ECONOMIC
CYCLES, AVAILABILITY OF SUITABLE
BUYERS AND OTHER FACTORS.

It’s remarkably simple; investors review so many deals
that they actually become
experts at filtering investment and business project
proposals, and a simple
Business Executive Summary will substantially increase
the chances of you obtaining that initial face-to-face
meeting.
Understand what an investor does and preempt what >>>

YOUR NEXT STEPS
Now that you have a high
level overview of what an
investor does, we’ll take a
look at what your next steps
are. The majority of experienced investors tend to
overlook business plans and
focus in on the entrepreneur
or business leader and his
story, including any presentation materials, financial
forecasts and an executive
summary. This is logical
since the majority of investors actually invest in, and
place their bets on, people
and teams rather than business projects or business
plans. Therefore, the only
goal of your first submission
(a Business Executive Summary) to any investor is to
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he wants, save both your
time and their time, and
utilize the saved time to
build a trusted relationship
with your potential future
investors while obtaining
free, experienced advice. At
the end of the day, investors
invest in people, not projects
or business plans. As you
start negotiations, keep in
the back of your mind that
100% of nothing or a small
organization is a lot less
than 20% of a big company.
The investor will want his
slice of the pie and will
expect some sort of control.
Be a realist: no investor
will provide the majority of
your capital in return for
no control and a minority
shareholding.
Once you’ve done all this
and the odds are stacked in
your favor, accept that you
may still not succeed with
the first investor you talk to
for multiple reasons beyond
your control, including
chemistry, personality, geography, industry, size, and
others. There may simply be
a mismatch between your
business venture and the approached investor. And then
the investor may also make
the ultimate blunder and
mistake a rough diamond for
a worthless pebble. However, now is your chance to
learn from every professional investor you talk to for
free, and make use of their
investment knowledge and
experience. Ask the questions: what went wrong?
What could you do better?
What are the typical risks
KEEP YOUR INITIAL DOCUMENT AS
BRIEF AS POSSIBLE AND LIMIT IT TO
A MAXIMUM OF TWO TO FOUR PAGES.
IT MUST BE EASY TO READ. IMAGES
AND CHARTS “SPEAK A THOUSAND
WORDS,” SO OPTIMIZE THE USE OF
VISUALS WHERE POSSIBLE. RESIST
THE TEMPTATION TO USE COMPLEX,
THEORETICAL, TECHNICAL OR BUSINESS JARGON. RATHER, KEEP IT
SIMPLE AND COMPREHENSIBLE USING
UNPRETENTIOUS LANGUAGE.
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and pitfalls that you need
to avoid? Recall that the
assessment is also two ways.
Can you trust this investor?
When all is said and done,
an investor wants a viable
investment with the highest
chances of success (and so
should you), and you need
their investment. Remember
that a diamond is just a piece
of charcoal that handled
stress exceptionally well. Be
a rough diamond and cash
that investor’s check.
HOW INVOLVED YOUR INVESTOR
IS REALLY DEPENDS ON HOW BIG
THEIR INVESTMENT IS IN YOUR
PORTFOLIO COMPANY. IF THE
INVESTOR ONLY OWN A SMALL
MINORITY STAKE, THEY PROBABLY
WON’T BE VERY INVOLVED, LEAVING THE LEAD INVESTORS (THE
ONE OWNING THE LARGER STAKE)
TO BE MOST INVOLVED.

Consider including the following sections in your Business
Executive Summary:
a. A description of the proband competitors- why you are
lems or challenges, and how
better?
your solutions or products
h. Highlight any areas of risk
resolve the issue.
and how else you may seek
b. A description of the market
non-financial support from
for your product or solution,
your investors.
including distribution and
i. What size of funding are
sales.
you seeking and what will you
c. A description of how your
do with these funds?
venture provides the solutions j. What other sources of funds
or products.
have you already secured?
d. A description of how
k. If a valuation has already
you will make a return on
been calculated, how was it
investment for shareholders,
calculated, and what is the
yourself included.
valuation.
e. The Management Team and l. Include your projected
their relevant experience.
financials including revenue,
f. List any patents and/or
cost of goods sold, operattrademarks and any inteling expenses and anticipated
lectual property linked to the
earnings before interest,
product or solution.
taxes, depreciation, and
g. Highlight the competition
amortization.

Jan Nigel Bladen, the former Program Lead and Executive
Advisor to the Board at Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM)
and founding Chief Operating Officer of the Dubai Financial
Services Authority (DFSA), carries a wealth of experience
in corporate leadership in the Middle East. He has been a
resident of the UAE for the last 15 years and has worked

extensively in Egypt, Morocco, Syria, Pakistan, Lebanon,
Jordan, Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Oman, and Qatar.
Fluent in English, French and Spanish, he has now spent
over 25 years living and working throughout the Middle
East and obtained a Master of Business Administration
(Summa Cum Laude) from Lausanne in 1993.
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